DUNFANAGHY DREAMING
GEORGIAN GRANDEUR

Amid ornate plasterwork, gold leaf cornicing and marble pillars, interior designer
Suzie Mc Adam has created a refined Dublin city home for a young family.
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A Redondo chair, designed by Patricia Urquiola
for Moroso, and Gebrüder Thonet Vienna dining
chairs that are custom upholstered in a Pierre
Frey fabric surround a Knoll Saarinen dining table,
which came from the owners’ previous home.
OPPOSITE A hint of aubergine, Brinjal by Little
Greene, is visible to the left of the entrance hall, as
is the original plaster frieze above.
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A

nyone who has had the pleasure of being
inside a chic Parisian apartment will
appreciate their flair for refined yet elegant
interiors: one part lived-in casual, one
part monarchy-style elegance. For interior
designer Suzie Mc Adam, it was exactly this
vision she had in mind when she took on
the mammoth task of redesigning
a four-storey redbrick on a historic square
in Dublin.
A former corporate headquarters with
a residential element, the aim was to
transform a flamboyant mansion into a
family residence, maintaining the fabric
of the building and its history, while also
creating a relaxed and homely atmosphere.
No mean feat considering the grand scale of
the property and its defining features.
“Originally, it was very opulent with a lot
of ‘painted up’ decorative features, and that
element of drama can work really well in
a public building,” explains Suzie, “but not
so much for a family home, which should
feel more relaxed.” Today the building has
family living on the ground floor and to the
rear, with bedrooms on the third and fourth
storeys, while the two-part piano nobile
has been retained at first-floor level for
formal entertaining.
Careful consideration was given to the
pale palette used throughout, with various
shades of whites used on plasterwork,
wood and walls to create a softer, layered
and more ambient feel. “The main aim was

to pare everything back and give it a new
identity by the curating of individual pieces
and design elements,” says Suzie.
As a designer, she has always been
audacious in her choices, creating elegant
spaces with minimalist hints and an
accent on fine materials and pieces from
varying periods and genres. The result is a
carefully curated mix of period, vintage and
contemporary design that seamlessly blends
together. One of Suzie’s favourite pieces
in the house is the Fornasetti credenza,
which marries perfectly with the classical
architecture. In the master bedroom a
modern Ligne Roset bed is paired with a
beautiful curved vintage sofa in dark blue
velvet – its seductive line and deep colour
bringing softness to the room, while bronze
lamps add warmth.
Of course, lighting plays a pivotal role
in the look and atmosphere of a home
and for this project, it was about sourcing
pieces that complement the large spaces in
terms of scale. From spectacular chandeliers
in the drawing room to the Giopato &
Coombes pendant lights in the hallway,
the vintage Murano Italian glass chandelier

OPPOSITE The original French chandelier
was restored and hangs beautifully above
contemporary Chester Moon sofa by Baxter,
a Ginger and Jagger coffee table and brass
stool, and a Golran rug.
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in the master bathroom and the striking
CTO pendant in the dining room, all are
sculptural and show that even in a classical
Georgian setting, the juxtaposition of
modernity can float seamlessly and elegantly.
With harmonious proportions that
included four-metre-high ceilings, Suzie
relished the chance to fill the spaces. “As
a designer you often get excited when you
come across certain items but don’t have
the opportunity to use them or be creative
due to their scale, so this was a real treat.”
Surprisingly it was the hallway and its
decorative features that provided the biggest
challenge. Together with conservation
architect Fionnuala O’Connor of Urban
Architecture, they set about retaining and
restoring the original features in the listed
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property. Having such defined architectural
features is often a bonus, she explains,
as they add a signature to a room, but
she admits to being somewhat uncertain
about the decorative frieze plasterwork and
unusual architrave details in the hallway.
“We went through quite a few concepts and
eventually decided to keep it simple using
strong colours for the joinery and walls,
keeping the plasterwork tonal. This created

ABOVE FROM LEFT A Hideout chair by Weiner GTV Design
acts as a reading nook off the kitchen. The concealed Boffi
kitchen was one of the most important design elements of the
house. The doors and stone were all custom finished and the
green marble counter is supported by a piece of toughened
glass, a striking feature.

The couple managed to salvage the original French
doors in the drawing room which were restored
by Callaghan’s Joinery in Navan. On either side sit
matching walnut pier cabinets and antique portraits
of John Redmond and Charles Stewart Parnell.
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Dedar Electric Dream cushions are on the bed, while to
the right is a Mid-Century Online bedside table, a vintage
lamp and an Italian Murano wall light. OPPOSITE,
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT An interlocking Giopata &
Coombes pendant in the stairwell, the Fornasetti credenza
is a firm favourite, Miller Brothers stone provides the
backdrop to Michael Farrell’s joinery, the twin sink top has
been cut from a single piece of stone with curved detail.
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“THE MAIN AIM WAS TO PARE EVERYTHING
BACK AND GIVE IT A NEW IDENTITY BY THE
CURATING OF INDIVIDUAL PIECES”

a nice journey throughout the house, creating
contrast with darker and lighter areas.”
While a gradient of pale tones dominates
most of the rooms, the dining room/library
is intentionally dark. “It’s the first room you
come to as you enter and probably my favourite
room in the house. I like that it’s unexpected,
moodier and different to other rooms; it’s
really warm and inviting.” The decision to
extend the bookcases to full ceiling height to
accommodate the owners’ well-thumbed library
of books further enhances this cosiness.
Reworking a Georgian building for family
living needs to bring together the iconic
character and elegance of a space with practical
luxury, and Suzie has mastered this beautifully.
From the design of the kitchen, which balances
concealment, function and architectural
prowess, to the finer details: the curved discs
of the Nimbus light in the library room
deliberately mirrors the curve of the hearth;
the pearlescent finish of the seating in the
walk-in-wardrobe picks up the opaline quality
of the Murano glass. It is these small details
which mark a project as in the hands of a skilled
interior designer. “It’s easy to allow vision to
wander or be pushed in a certain direction
as the project progresses,” says Suzie, who is
currently designing her own home
and understands all too well the pressures
of decision-making and time constraints.
“It’s really about having confidence in your
own design and planning well in advance.
When you combine that with interesting
textures, colours, shapes and furniture that
invites you in to sit, rest and enjoy, you can
create an interior where the space, palette
and atmosphere is just right.”

ABOVE LEFT Mad King and Queen chairs from
Poliform in the family lounge. LEFT Wallpaper by
Phillip Jeffries creates a scene of flying cranes in the
powder room. The marble sink is from Drummonds,
lights are by Kelly Wearstler and the scallop marble
floor tiles from Mandarin Stone add contrast.
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